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SUMMARY
Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor (MANF) is an endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-located pro-
tein with cytoprotective effects in neurons and pancreatic b cells in vitro and in models of neurodegeneration
and diabetes in vivo. However, the exact mode of MANF action has remained elusive. Here, we show that
MANF directly interacts with the ER transmembrane unfolded protein response (UPR) sensor IRE1a, and
we identify the binding interface between MANF and IRE1a. The expression of wild-type MANF, but not its
IRE1a binding-deficient mutant, attenuates UPR signaling by decreasing IRE1a oligomerization; phosphor-
ylation; splicing of Xbp1, Atf6, and Txnip levels; and protecting neurons from ER stress-induced death.
MANF-IRE1a interaction and not MANF-BiP interaction is crucial for MANF pro-survival activity in neurons
in vitro and is required to protect dopamine neurons in an animal model of Parkinson’s disease. Our data
show IRE1a as an intracellular receptor for MANF and regulator of neuronal survival.
INTRODUCTION

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the largest intracellular

compartment in most eukaryotic cells, dealing with protein

secretion and folding as well as lipid biosynthesis and calcium

homeostasis. Overloading ER with unfolded or misfolded pro-

teins activates a signaling machinery called unfolded protein

response (UPR).1 Although UPR aims at restoring cellular ho-

meostasis through triggering of pro-survival signaling cascades,

its chronic activation leads to apoptosis. UPR in mammalian

cells occurs through three ER transmembrane sensors: IRE1a

(inositol-requiring enzyme 1a), PERK (PKR-like ER kinase), and

ATF6 (activating transcription factor 6).1

The IRE1 branch of UPR is the most evolutionarily conserved.2

A major ER chaperone binding immunoglobulin protein (BiP) is

thought to prevent IRE1a activation and signaling in basal condi-

tions.3 IRE1a is a transmembrane receptor, possessing both

serine-threonine kinase and endoribonuclease activities. Upon

ER stress BiP dissociation from IRE1a leads to the dimerization

of IRE1a luminal domains (IRE1a LDs), trans-autophosphoryla-

tion of cytoplasmic domains, increasing IRE1a endoribonuclease

activity,4which triggers unconventional splicing of X-box-binding

protein 1 (XBP1) mRNAs and mRNA decay.
This is an open access article und
Mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor (MANF)5

is an evolutionary conserved ER-located but also secreted uncon-

ventional neurotrophic factor.6MANFprotects and restores dopa-

mine (DA) neurons in ananimalmodel ofParkinson’s disease (PD)7

and also pancreatic insulin-producing b cells in vivo.8,9 Recent

data also show that MANF is a key regulator of metabolic and im-

mune homeostasis in aging.10 Moreover, MANF protects against

liver inflammation and fibrosis, suggesting a therapeutic applica-

tion for MANF in age-relatedmetabolic diseases.10MANF is upre-

gulated under ER stress, bypassing general attenuation of protein

synthesis.11

MANF protects ER-stressed cells and alleviates UPR in a

number of in vitro models, which indicates that UPR pathways

are involved in the pro-survival action of MANF.11–16

MANF was proposed to be a negative regulator of the IRE1

pathway inC. elegans.17 InMANF-deficientmice, UPR pathways

are chronically activated in pancreatic b cells, neurons, anterior

pituitary, and liver, demonstrating that MANF is a crucial regu-

lator of UPR in vivo.8,9,15,18 Interestingly, MANF knockout mice

have a diabetic-like phenotype similar to IRE1a or XBP1

knockout mice. All three knockout models have endocrine

pancreas alterations, altered glucose metabolism and insulin

secretion, as well as lipid abnormalities in the liver.8–10,19,20
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These data provide genetic evidence for MANF and IRE1a being

involved in similar functions and signaling pathways. MANF-

IRE1a crosstalk is further supported by the notion that in

MANF knockout mice the IRE1a branch of the UPR is activated

first, and PERK and ATF6 pathways are activated later.8 The

same was observed for pancreas-specific9 and central nervous

system-specific MANF ablation.15

The exact mechanism of IRE1a activation remains unclear.

Several mutually exclusive modes of IRE1a activation were

described.21–26 Unfolded proteins and chaperones were shown

to play a role in the regulation of IRE1a activation.27,28 To date,

the exact mode of action of MANF also remains poorly under-

stood. In human and mouse pancreatic b cells, and also in neu-

rons, MANF is mostly localized inside the cells in the ER,18,29,30

implying that ER is its main site of action. In line with this,

MANF added extracellularly to superior cervical ganglion (SCG)

neurons had no pro-survival effect, but when the plasmid encod-

ing MANF or MANF protein were microinjected they protected

the neurons from ER stress-induced apoptosis.16,29 However,

in cultured human and mouse pancreatic b cells MANF added

extracellularly has a clear cytoprotective9,30,31 and proliferative

effect,8 showing that MANF can act via its plasmamembrane re-

ceptors or enter the cells, translocate to the ER and act there.

Thus, the pro-survival action of extracellularly added MANF is

likely cell type specific. Recently, neuroplastin was identified

as a plasma membrane receptor of MANF, involved in the regu-

lation of MANF-mediated attenuation of inflammation.32 MANF

interacts with the major ER chaperone BiP33 and other chaper-

ones, including PDIA6 and GRP170.16,34 Recently, MANF was

shown to prolong the interaction of BiP with its client proteins,

thus regulating protein-folding homeostasis.35 However, we

demonstrated that the interaction with BiP was not required for

the pro-survival activity of MANF.16

Here, we show that MANF directly binds to IRE1awith high af-

finity, competes with BiP for the interaction with IRE1a, and reg-

ulates UPR through direct interactionwith IRE1a. This interaction

inhibits the activity of IRE1a by regulating its oligomerization,

phosphorylation, and downstream signaling. IRE1a non-binding

mutant of MANF is unable to regulate IRE1a activity, lacks pro-

survival effect in vitro in SCG and DA neurons, and is inactive

in vivo in an animal model of PD. Complementary IRE1a LD

mutagenesis confirmed the binding of MANF to the oligomeriza-

tion site of IRE1a LD. Thus, our results reveal the mode of action

of MANF in the ER and bring to light MANF as a regulator of

IRE1a activity.

RESULTS

MANF directly interacts with the LD of IRE1a
The LDs of all three human UPR sensors, IRE1a, PERK, and

ATF6, were expressed and purified from mammalian CHO cells

(Figure S1A). We demonstrated that N-linked glycosylation was

absent in IRE1a LD and PERK LD and, as reported earlier,36 pre-

sent in ATF6 LD (Figure S1A). To assess the biological activity of

purified UPR sensor LDswe tested their interactions with BiP us-

ing microscale thermophoresis (MST). We found that BiP inter-

acted with fluorescently labeled UPR sensors with high affinities

(Figures 1A–1C; Table S1). Notably, the affinities of BiP for these
2 Cell Reports 42, 112066, February 28, 2023
mammalian cell-produced proteins were about 10–100 times

higher than those reported for those produced by E. coli.24

We tested the interaction between mammalian UPR sensor

LDs and MANF using MST, and found that MANF interacts

with all three UPR sensors, the highest affinity being observed

for MANF-IRE1a LD interaction (Figure 1D; Table S1). MANF in-

teracted with PERK and ATF6 LDs with lower affinities

(Figures 1E and 1F; Table S1).

Taking into account the higher affinity ofMANF to IRE1a LD, as

compared with PERK and ATF6 LDs, we further focused on the

MANF-IRE1a LD interaction, and tested it using two other

methods. In gel filtration chromatography, MANF and IRE1a

LD co-eluted revealing that MANF interacts with the monomer

of IRE1a LD (Figure S1B). Furthermore, the binding of MANF

and IRE1a LD-His on nickel-coated plates also confirmed their

direct interaction (Figure S1C).

BiP prevents MANF interaction with IRE1a LD
Both MANF and BiP were able to bind IRE1a LD with similar af-

finities. Therefore, we hypothesized that BiP can prevent the

interaction between MANF and IRE1a LD if MANF and BiP

have the overlapping binding site on IRE1a LD. Alternatively,

MANF binding to BiP could increase the affinity of BiP interaction

with IRE1a allosterically if they form a tripartite complex. To

distinguish between these two models, the interactions between

MANF and IRE1a LD in the presence of increasing concentra-

tions of BiP (1–50 nM) were tested using MST. BiP (10 nM)

decreased the affinity of MANF binding to IRE1a LD and 50 nM

BiP abolished the interaction (Figure 1G), suggesting that

MANF and BiP could compete for the overlapping binding site

in IRE1a LD.

Interestingly, in the presence of increasing concentrations of

MANF (10 nM to 1 mM), BiP was still interacting with IRE1a LD

(Figure S1D). An unphysiological 10 mM concentration of MANF

abolished the BiP-IRE1a LD interaction (Figure 1H). Thus, likely

MANF binds IRE1a LD only when BiP dissociates to bind

misfolded or aggregated proteins upon ER stress.3

Ca2+ regulates MANF-IRE1a LD interaction
Considering that ER is crucial for maintaining cellular calcium ho-

meostasis and that Ca2+ depletion from ER is known to activate

the UPR, we tested whether Ca2+ affects the MANF interaction

with UPR sensors. The concentration of free Ca2+ in ER has

been reported to be between 100 mM and 1–3 mM, depending

on themeasurement techniques and cell types used.37We found

that, in the presence of 500 mM Ca2+, the affinity of MANF to

IRE1a LD was slightly decreased and no changes in the affinities

of MANF to PERK and ATF6 LDs were observed (Figures S1E–

S1G). When we tested the MANF-IRE1a LD interaction further

in the presence of increasing concentrations of Ca2+ (100 mM

to 2.5 mM), we found that the affinity of MANF to IRE1a was

inversely proportional to Ca2+ concentration (Figures 1I and 1J).

C-MANF directly interacts with IRE1a LD
Since the 63 amino acid C-terminal domain of MANF (C-MANF)

can protect neurons as efficiently as full-length MANF,14 we hy-

pothesized that binding of MANF to IRE1a may occur through

C-MANF. We tested the interactions between chemically



Figure 1. MANF directly interacts with IRE1a LD, and BiP is preventing MANF interaction with IRE1a LD
(A–C) BiP (0–640 nM) interacts with labeled (A) IRE1a, (B) PERK, and (C) ATF6 LDs.

(D–F) MANF (0–9.3 mM) interacts with labeled (D) IRE1a, (E) PERK, and (F) ATF6 LDs.

(G) MANF (0–9.3 mM) interaction with labeled IRE1 LD is affected by BiP (1–50 nM).

(H) BiP (0–640 nM) interaction with labeled IRE1a LD is affected by 5 or 10 mM of MANF.

(I) Interaction of MANF (0–9.3 mM) with labeled IRE1a LD in the presence of low concentrations of Ca2+ (100 and 500 mM).

(J) Interaction of MANF (0–9.3 mM) with labeled IRE1a LD in the presence of high concentrations of Ca2+ (1 and 2.5mM). In (A)–(J) the labeled targets were used at

20 nM. MST binding curves, showing mean fraction bond values from n = 3–5 experiments per binding pair ± SEM. Kd values ± error estimations are indicated.
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synthesized or bacterially expressed C-MANF (K96-L158) with

IRE1a, PERK, and ATF6 LDs as was done for full-length

MANF. We showed that chemically synthesized C-MANF inter-

acts with all three UPR sensors with higher affinities compared

with full-lengthMANF (Figures S1H–S1J). We also demonstrated

that chemically synthesized C-MANF is homogeneous, similarly

to the C-terminal domain of full-length MANF, has a disulfide

bond, and is biologically active in SCG neurons (Figure S1K).

Bacterially expressed C-MANF also interacted with UPR sen-

sors, but the affinities were significantly lower compared with

full-length MANF and chemically synthesized C-MANF, likely

due to the absence of disulfide bonds. As with full-length

MANF, bacterially produced C-MANF also had the highest affin-

ity to IRE1a LD and lower affinities to PERK and ATF6 LDs

(Figures S1L–S1N).

MANF interacts with IRE1a LD in cells
To test whether the interaction between MANF and IRE1a

occurs in cells, we performed an in situ proximity ligation assay

in Flp-In-T-REx 293 and CHO cells. We found that in Flp-In-T-

REx 293 cells endogenous MANF interacted with IRE1a-HA

(Figure 2A). The interactions between MANF and BiP-HA and

GFP-HA in corresponding cell lines served as positive and

negative controls, respectively. In addition, we demonstrated

that endogenous IRE1a interacts with MANF-HA in CHO cells

(Figure S2A). In a cell line expressing a truncated version of

MANF (MANF D110–158), lacking a part of the C-MANF, the

interaction between MANF-HA and IRE1a was compromised

(Figure S2A).

We further demonstrated that pre-NV-MANF is interacting

with pre-CV-IRE1a LD in HEK293 cells using bimolecular fluo-

rescence complementation (BiFC) assay (Figure 2C). In line

with MST experiments, we found that the interaction between

MANF and IRE1a LD in cells also occurs through C-MANF.

Moreover, the N-terminal domain of MANF (N-MANF) showed

no interaction with IRE1a LD (Figure 2C). Since the N-MANF

does not have an ER retention signal, likely it can be secreted

more quickly than MANF and C-MANF. To address this potential

caveat we tested the expression level N-MANF using western

blotting (WB) and found that it is expressed at the same level

as MANF (Figure 2B). We also found that C-MANF was ex-

pressed at a lower level than full-length protein and N-MANF,

likely due to its quicker degradation (Figure 2B). N-MANF was

localized to the ER, similarly toMANF and C-MANF, as assessed

using immunocytochemistry (Figure S2B).

In addition, we tested the interaction of the BiP nucleotide-

binding domain (BiP NBD) and BiP substrate-binding domain

(BiP SBD) with IRE1a LD. According to our data, BiPmainly inter-

acts with IRE1a LD through its NBD, and not through BiP SBD

(Figure S2C).
Figure 2. MANF interacts with IRE1a in cells

(A) Left: representative image ofMANF-IRE1a-HA interaction, as demonstrated us

20 mm. Right: quantification of dots/cell for MANF-IRE1a-HA vs. MANF-GFP-HA

(B) Estimation of the expression level of Venus constructs of MANF, N-MANF,

HEK293 cells using WB. A representative image is on the left and quantification

ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test. *p % 0.05; ns, not significant.

(C) MANF interacts with IRE1a through its C-terminal domain, but not N-termina
Endogenous MANF and IRE1a reside in a protein
complex
MANF knockdown using small interfering RNA oligos targeting

MANF resulted in an average decrease of 50% in the level

of MANF in HEK293 cells and a significant upregulation of

IRE1a, indicating crosstalk between the regulation of endoge-

nous MANF and IRE1a expression (Figure 3A). To study the mo-

lecular interaction between endogenous MANF and IRE1a we

stabilized protein-protein interactions in HEK293 cells using

chemical crosslinking and collected MANF protein complexes

by co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP). HEK293 cells endogenously

express MANF, IRE1a, and BiP (Figure 3B; input). After cross-

linking, IRE1a was detected in MANF co-IP complex, indicating

that MANF and IRE1a can physically interact in cells (Figure 3B).

Without crosslinking, IRE1awas not detected in the MANF co-IP

complex, suggesting that the MANF-IRE1a interaction is labile

and transient in nature (Figure 3B). Similarly to previous

studies,16,33,35 BiP was detected in the MANF co-IP complex

(Figure 3B). Negative controls demonstrated the specificity of

MANF antibodies used in the co-IP reactions (Figure S3A).

To study how acute and chronic ER stress affects interaction

dynamics of endogenous MANF, IRE1a, and BiP, we treated

HEK293 cells with tunicamycin (TM) and thapsigargin (TG) for

1, 4, and 20 h, and analyzed crosslinked MANF co-IP complexes

using WB. TM treatment-induced transient phosphorylation of

IRE1a was evident at 4 h while it was decreased by 20 h (Fig-

ure 3C, input). TM treatment for 20 h induced upregulation of

MANF, IRE1a, and BiP, indicating chronic ER stress and UPR

activation in the cells (Figures S3B–S3D). In all time points,

IRE1a was detected in the MANF co-IP complex (Figure 3C),

indicating that MANF and IRE1a reside in a complex both in

acute and chronic ER stress. IRE1a levels in the MANF co-IP

complex did not significantly differ between the time points of

TM treatment (Figure 3D), while BiP was significantly increased

in the complex after 20 h of TM treatment (Figure 3E). This sug-

gests that more BiP is present in a complex together with MANF

and IRE1a in chronic vs. acute TM-induced ER stress.

Resembling effects of TM in HEK293 cells, TG treatment for 1

and 4 h induced transient activation of the IRE1a pathway, which

was decreased after 20 h (Figure 3F). TG treatment for 20 h

inducedupregulationofMANF, IRE1a, andBiP, indicatingchronic

ER stress and UPR activation (Figures S3E–S3G). We detected

IRE1a in crosslinked MANF co-IP complexes at 1, 4, and 20 h of

TG treatment (Figure 3F). The level of IRE1a in the MANF co-IP

complex was increased at 20 h compared with the shorter treat-

ments (Figure 3G), suggesting that more IRE1a is present in the

MANF co-IP complex in chronic, TG-induced ER stress than in

acute ER stress. Differently from IRE1a, BiP was not significantly

increased in the MANF co-IP complex after 20 h of TG treatment,

although its level showed an increasing trend (Figure 3H).
ing proximity ligation assay. GFP-HAwas used as a negative control. Scale bar,

interaction. Mean dots/cell ± SEM; n = 3. Student’s t test; **p < 0.01.

and C-MANF for bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assay in

is on the right. Venus level was normalized to a-tubulin level, n = 3. One-way

l domain in HEK293 cells, as shown using BiFC, n = 3. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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Figure 3. Endogenous MANF and IRE1a interact in HEK293 cells

(A) Knockdown of MANF upregulates IRE1a. Cells were transfected with MANF small interfering RNA (siRNA) or no-targeting siRNA as a control, and protein

expression was analyzed 48 h later using immunoblotting. Tubulin was used as a loading control. Mean ± SD; n = 3. Student’s t test; *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01.

(B) MANF, IRE1a, and BiP reside in a protein complex. After crosslinking, MANF protein complexes were co-immunoprecipitated from cell lysates using anti-

bodies to MANF. Proteins were analyzed by immunoblotting (IB) using antibodies to MANF, IRE1a, and BiP. IRE1a and BiP were detected in MANF im-

munocomplex. Input samples represent whole lysates. Arrows indicate IRE1a and BiP bands. IgGH, immunoglobulin G heavy chain; IP, immunoprecipitation.

(C–E) Dynamics of IRE1a and BiP in MANF immunocomplex after tunicamycin (TM)-induced ER stress in HEK293 cells. (C) Cells were treated with TM for 1, 4, or

20 h followed by crosslinking and co-immunoprecipitation against MANF. IRE1a and BiP were detected by immunoblotting. TM treatment for 4 h induced

phosphorylation of IRE1a (P-IRE1a) as detected using Phos-tag SDS-PAGE. TM treatment for 20 h upregulated IRE1a, BiP, andMANF levels in the cells. (D and E)

Quantification of IRE1a and BiP in MANF complex in (C). (D) IRE1awas detected in MANF co-IP complex after short (1 and 4 h) and long (20 h) TM treatment. (E)

Increased BiP in MANF co-IP complex after TM treatment for 20 h. Mean ± SD, n = 5.

(F–H) Dynamics of IRE1a and BiP in MANF co-IP complex in thapsigargin (TG)-induced ER stress. (F) HEK293 cells were treated with TG for 1, 4, or 20 h followed

by crosslinking and MANF co-IP. Input samples show TG-induced P-IRE1a at 1 and 4 h time points. IRE1a, BiP, and MANF were upregulated after 20 h of TG. (G

(legend continued on next page)
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Identification of the IRE1a LD binding site in MANF
To identify the potential binding sites between MANF and IRE1a

we used molecular docking calculations38,39 with known three-

dimensional (3D) structures of C-MANF (PDB: 2KVE)14 and

IRE1a LD (PDB: 2HZ6),40 followed by MANF site-directed muta-

genesis and testing of the mutants.

At first, the interactions between C-MANF and IRE1a LD were

studied using docking without any mutual protein position

constraints. The IRE1a LD was considered to act as a receptor

and C-MANF as a ligand being docked flexibly. Thirty computa-

tionally generated models of the C-MANF-IRE1a LD complexes

(referred to as models) corresponding to different relative posi-

tions of C-MANF and IRE1a LD were obtained. The analysis of

the protein-protein interactions of the predicted models sug-

gested that IRE1a LD is contacted primarily by the link between

C- andN-terminal domains ofMANF involving theM94-T105 and

by K150-L158 regions (Table S2, models 1–30).

To estimate the importance of individual amino acid residues

of C-MANF in the interaction with IRE1a LD, the frequency of

the appearance of each residue in all models and the number

of models involving hydrogen bonding at the complex interface

was counted (Table S3).

We found that M94, K96, and R155 of C-MANF had the most

frequent involvement in specific interactions, i.e., the hydrogen

bonds, and these residues were proposed as targets for muta-

tions (Figure 4A).

Next, the docking was performed with structural constraints in

the C-MANF (Figure 4B). Based on our earlier published data,29

the cysteine loop in the C-MANF was considered as a putative

binding site. We found that the cysteine loop of MANF was

involved in interactions between the proteins only in 4 models

out of 30 (Table S2). In this analysis, the calculations were per-

formed only for C127, K128, G129, and C130, which were also

proposed as targets for mutations (Figure 4C; Table S3).

Further analysis led to the identification of two potential binding

sites inC-MANF: region 1 including the link betweenC- andN-ter-

minal domains and region 2 including the residues of the cysteine

loop of MANF (Figure 4D). However, region 2 was predicted only

when structural restrictions in C-MANF were applied. Thus, the

preferred site for C-MANF binding with IRE1a LD is the link be-

tween the C- and N-terminal domains. Notably, these residues in

C-MANF are highly evolutionarily conserved (Figure S4A).

Identification of MANF binding site in IRE1a LD
We further focused on the identification of the potential MANF

binding site in IRE1a LD (Figure 4E). The analysis of possible

MANF binding residues of IRE1a LD was carried out as

described above, and four putatively important interaction re-

gions were identified (Figure 4F; Tables S4 and S5). Region 1 in-

cludes H67-F73, L85, Q105, and R110; region 2 includes D123,

W125, Y155, and E235; region 3 includes V247, E248, R251,

Y252, F255, M256, and E259; and region 4 includes K288,

H301-V307, W359, and L360 (Table S4). Notably, regions 2

and 4 cover the dimerization and oligomerization sites of IRE1a
and H) Quantification of IRE1a and BiP in MANF complex (F). (G) IRE1a in MAN

differences in BiP level during TG-induced ER stress. Mean ± SD, n = 4. In (D), (E

Tukey’s post hoc test. *p % 0.05; ns, not significant.
LD, respectively.21 Eight IRE1a LD residues most frequently

involved in interaction with MANF were selected for mutations:

E69 (region 1), W125, Y155, E235 (region 2), R251, Y252 (region

3), andW359, L360 (region 4). However, since regions 1, 3, and 4

are located on the opposite side to the dimerization site (region 2)

of IRE1a LD protein, they can represent a single MANF bind-

ing site.

We have generated four IRE1a LD mutants, E69A, W125G,

Y252F, and W359G, of putative binding regions 1–4, plus a dou-

ble mutant W125G W359G of regions 2 and 4, because, based

on our findings, described further, we considered these regions

important for MANF-IRE1a interaction (Figure 4F). In addition, a

double mutant W359G L360S of region 4 of IRE1a LD, and the

IRE1a oligomerization deficient mutant W359G L360S L361G

I362S described earlier21 were generated.

The expression levels of all generated IRE1a LD mutants were

similar to that of wtIRE1a LD (Figure S4B). Using MST, we found

that all IRE1a LD mutants except for the dimerization site mutant

IRE1aLDW125Gweredeficient forMANFbinding (Figures4G–4I).

MANF reduces IRE1a oligomerization upon ER stress
Based on the results of computational modeling, we generated

MANF mutants, putatively deficient in IRE1a LD binding, the

cysteine loop C130S and K128AC130S, the linker region K96A,

and the RTDL sequence R155A MANF mutants. The levels of

their expression and secretion were similar to that of the wild-

type MANF (wtMANF) (Figure S5A). No changes in the localiza-

tion of MANF mutants compared with wtMANF were observed

using immunocytochemistry in SCG, as was described earlier29

(Figures S5B and S5C).

We assessed the effect of MANF on the oligomerization of

IRE1a using an inducible IRE1a-GFP cell line41 (Figure S5D).

We found that transient 48 h overexpression of MANF decreased

the number of IRE1a-GFP foci per cell upon treatment with TM,

whereas expression of empty vector had no effect on IRE1a

oligomerization (Figure 5A). In addition, we showed that MANF

protein added to cultured cells decreased IRE1a oligomerization

upon TG treatment and tended to decrease IRE1a oligomeriza-

tion upon TM treatment (Figures S5E–S5G).

Next, we tested whether MANF mutants putatively deficient

for IRE1a binding have a similar effect on the oligomerization

of IRE1a as wtMANF. MANF K96A and MANF R155A did not

reduce the number of IRE1a-GFP foci (Figure 5B). MANF

cysteine loop mutants MANF C130S and MANF K128AC130S

decreased IRE1a oligomerization similarly to wtMANF, suggest-

ing that the cysteine loop of MANF is not involved in MANF bind-

ing to IRE1a.

We expressed and purified MANF K96A and MANF

K128AC130S, putatively deficient for IRE1abinding (FigureS5H).

MANF K96A (region 1, Figure 4D) was chosen due to a more

pronounced difference from wtMANF activity in the IRE1a

oligomerization assay compared with other mutants, and

MANF K128AC130S was chosen to test the role of another puta-

tive IRE1a-binding region in MANF (region 2, Figure 4D) in
F co-IP complex was upregulated after 20 h TG treatment. (H) No significant

), (G), and (H) IRE1a and BiP signal is normalized to MANF. One-way ANOVA,
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MANF-IRE1a binding. Using MST, we found that, while MANF

K96A was not interacting with fluorescently labeled IRE1a LD,

the affinity of MANF K128AC130S to IRE1a LD was similar to

that of wtMANF (Figure 5C).

We further tested the MANF effect on IRE1a oligomerization in

MST. First, we demonstrated that IRE1a LD is interacting with

fluorescently labeled IRE1a LD (Figure 5D). Next, we demon-

strated that, in the presence of 1 mM MANF, the affinity of

IRE1a LD to IRE1a LD does not significantly change, but in the

presence of 5 mM MANF the IRE1a LD-IRE1a LD interaction

is abolished (Figure 5D), confirming the ability of MANF to

decrease IRE1a oligomerization. We found that in the presence

of MANF K96A IRE1a LD is still binding IRE1a LD with similar af-

finities as without MANF K96A (Figure 5E). This finding suggests

that the direct binding ofMANF to IRE1a LD is crucial for MANF’s

ability to decrease IRE1a oligomerization.

Role of the oligomerization site of IRE1a LD in
interaction with MANF
To evaluate the role of oligomerization and dimerization sites

of IRE1a LD in interaction with MANF, homology modeling

of the full-length structure of IRE1a LD using the SWISS-

MODEL server42,43 was carried out since residues V308-

N357 belonging to the oligomerization site of IRE1a LD (region

4) are not resolved in the available crystal structure of IRE1a

LD.40 Using the full-length structures of IRE1a LD (model 1,

Figure S4C) and wtMANF (PDB: 2W51),44 we demonstrated

that MANF contacted IRE1a LD primarily in the area between

the C- and N-terminal domains of the MANF with the involve-

ment of residues from the C-terminal (P145-L158) and N-termi-

nal (R41-D59) domains. Notably, in line with our experimental

data, more contacts and hydrogen bonds in predicted models

of the wtMANF-IRE1a LD complex were observed for C-MANF

residues compared with N-MANF (Table S6, models 61–90).

The analysis of wtMANF-IRE1a LD complex led to the identifi-

cation of four potential binding regions in IRE1a LD (Figure 4F),

as in the case of docking using the available 3D structures. In

addition, the analysis of the docking results showed that the

residues of the IRE1a LD region not resolved in the crystal

structure (V308-N357) are also involved in the interaction be-

tween wtMANF and IRE1a LD (Table S6). For further study of

the role of oligomerization sites and the role of the flexible

region IRE1a LD in the interaction with MANF, additional pro-

tein-protein docking with full-length MANF K96A and MANF

R155A (Table S7) mutants was carried out. The MANF K96A
Figure 4. Putative MANF-IRE1a binding sites identified using protein-p
(A) Relative position of MANF (red ribbons) and IRE1a LD (blue ribbons) proteins

represented as a yellow dashed line.

(B) Scheme of two-domain MANF structure.

(C) Relative position of MANF (red ribbons) and IRE1a LD (blue ribbons) proteins

bond is represented as yellow dashed line.

(D) Putative IRE1a LD binding regions 1 and 2 in full-length MANF (PDB: 2W51) a

(E) Scheme of IRE1a LD with important structural parts indicated.

(F) Putative MANF binding regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 in IRE1a LD (PDB: 2HZ6) are co

indicated.

(G–I) Labeled IRE1a LD mutants, mutated in region 1 (E69A), region 3 (Y252F), re

region 4 (W125GW359G) (20 nM) are not interacting with MANF (0–2.3 mM), while

protein. MST binding curves, showing mean DFnorm values from n = 3–5 repeats
and MANF R155A mutants were generated by a residue muta-

tion procedure using Schrödinger Maestro software (Schrö-

dinger Release 2018-3: Maestro, Schrödinger, NY). In the

case of MANF K96A, the greatest changes affect the residues

belonging to the flexible region of IRE1a LD (Table S7).

Namely, for L313-L316 of IRE1a LD, the number of predicted

models in which these residues are involved in binding to the

MANF K96A is significantly reduced compared with wtMANF,

and the E317-P319 residues of IRE1a LD are no longer

involved in the binding to MANF K96A. In the case of MANF

R155A, the greatest changes were also observed for the

L313-P319 residues of IRE1a LD (Table S7). Thus, region 4

of IRE1a LD can be considered more likely to be involved in

MANF-IRE1a LD interaction.

MANF reduces IRE1a phosphorylation and attenuates
the level of sXbp1 mRNA upon ER stress
We further tested the effect of MANF on IRE1a phosphorylation,

and found that MANF treatment of MEFs reduced pSer724-

IRE1a level upon ER stress (Figure 6A).

We used qRT-PCR analysis to analyze how MANF and MANF

mutants affect signaling downstream of UPR sensors. We found

that exogenously added MANF reduced the mRNA level of

sXbp1 and that MANF K128AC130S also tended to reduce it

upon TM-induced ER stress in MEFs (Figure 6B). The MANF

K96A deficient for IRE1a LD binding failed to decrease the

mRNA level of sXbp1 (Figure 6B). We also found that MANF

decreased the level of Txnip (p = 0.056) and both MANF K96A

and MANF K128AC130S were not affecting the Txnip level

(Figure 6C). In addition, we tested whether MANF or MANF

mutants affectBiP,Chop,Atf6, and tXbp1. No significant changes

in the mRNA levels of these UPR markers were found

(Figures S6A–S6D).

We performed a similar analysis of downstream UPR sensor

signaling in DA neurons upon TG-induced ER stress. MANF

decreased the levels of sXbp1 and Atf6, while MANF K96A

was not affecting them (Figure 6D). MANF tended to decrease

also other UPR genes tested and MANF K96A was not affecting

them (Figure 6D). We further tested whether IRE1a inhibition

using 4m8C or KIRA6 affected the effect of MANF on UPR

genes in DA neurons. We found that the IRE1a inhibition with

4m8C or KIRA6 abolished MANF-induced downregulation of

tXbp1. The downregulation of sXbp1 and Atf6 was still signifi-

cant; however, less pronounced than without IRE1a inhibition

(Figure S6E).
rotein molecular docking
in model 12. The hydrogen bond between R155 of MANF and K95 of IRE1a is

in model 41. The cysteine loop of the MANF is given in green color, hydrogen

re colored in red and yellow, respectively. Mutated amino acids are indicated.

lored in yellow, red, green, and purple, respectively. Mutated amino acids are

gion 4 (W359G, W359G L360G, W359G L360G L361G I362S), and region 2 +

the affinity of IRE1a region 2 mutant (W125G) is the same to that of wtIRE1a LD

per binding pair ± SEM. Kd values ± error estimations are indicated.
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Figure 5. MANF decreases IRE1a oligomerization and IRE1a binding-deficient MANFmutant does not affect IRE1a oligomerization upon ER

stress

(A) MANF overexpression decreases ER stress-induced IRE1a oligomerization, as shown using an IRE1a-3F6HGFP-inducible cell line. Scale bar, 100 mm. One-

way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test, n = 3; ****p < 0.0001.

(B) The overexpression of MANF K96A andMANF R155A do not affect ER stress-induced IRE1a oligomerization in IRE1a-3F6HGFP-inducible cell line. In (A) and

(B) ER stress was induced by 5 mg/mL tunicamycin (TM) for 4 h. The numbers of IRE1a-GFP foci to total cell count are indicated. One-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post

hoc test, n = 3; **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001.

(C) Labeled IRE1a LD is not interacting with MANF K96A (0–4.6 mM), while its affinity to MANF K128AC130S (0–4.6 mM) is the same as to wtMANF (0–4.6 mM).

(D) Interaction of IRE1a LD (0–6.56 mM) with labeled IRE1a LD is not affected in the presence of 1 mM of MANF and is abolished in the presence 5 mM of MANF.

(E) Interaction of IRE1a LD (0–6.56 mM) with labeled IRE1a LD is not affected by 1 or 5 mM MANF K96A. In (C)–(E) the labeled targets were used at 20 nM. MST

binding curves, showing mean DFnorm values from n = 3–4 repeats per binding pair ± SEM. Kd values ± error estimations are indicated.
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MANF-IRE1a interaction is crucial for the protection of
mouse sympathetic and dopamine neurons from ER
stress-induced death
To test whether the MANF mutations abolishing IRE1a binding

affect the pro-survival activity of MANF, we microinjected the

respective expression plasmids or mutant proteins into mouse

SCGneurons, whichwere then induced to die with TM.We found

that the K96A mutation abolished pro-survival activity of MANF,

and that the double mutant K96A R155A was biologically inac-

tive (Figure 6E). Surprisingly, the R155A mutation and both

cysteine loop mutations C130S and K128AC130S did not affect

pro-survival activity of MANF.

We then tested MANF K96A, deficient for IRE1a LD binding,

and MANF K128AC130S, binding IRE1a LD, by microinjecting

the respective proteins into mouse SCG neurons that were

then treated with TM. We found that MANF K96A was not able

to protect SCG neurons from TM-induced death, while MANF

K128AC130S exhibited a similar pro-survival activity as wtMANF

(Figure 6F).

We found that K96A mutation also completely abolished the

cytoprotective effect of MANF against TG-induced death in DA

neurons (Figure 6G), confirming that MANF-IRE1a LD interaction

is crucial for pro-survival activity of MANF also in DA neurons.

MANF-BiP interaction is dispensable for rescuing
mouse sympathetic and dopamine neurons from ER
stress-induced death
Since MANF was earlier shown to regulate protein-folding ho-

meostasis through interaction with BiP,16,35 we investigated

whether the deficiency in BiP binding affects pro-survival prop-

erties of MANF in DA neurons upon ER stress. We found that

MANF E153A and MANF R133E, deficient in BiP binding,16,35

protected DA neurons from TG-induced ER stress (Figure 6H).

To investigate whether BiP could abolish the MANF-IRE1a LD

interaction by sequestering MANF, we tested MANF E153A and

MANF R133E for binding to IRE1a LD and found that MANF

E153A and MANF R133E were binding IRE1a LD with similar af-

finities as wtMANF, confirming that binding sites for BiP and

IRE1a LD in MANF are different (Figure 6I). In addition, we tested

whether BiP affects the binding of MANF E153A and MANF
Figure 6. MANFdecreases phosphorylation of IRE1a. MANF-IRE1a inte

neurons under ER stress

(A) Representative image and quantification of pSer724 IRE1a in IRE1a-HA-MEFs

treatment with human MANF (50 nM). Mean ± SEM; n = 3; Student’s t test; *p <

(B and C) (B) sXbp1 and (C) Txnip mRNA levels in MEFs treated for 4 h with TM 1

MANF K128AC130S, as measured using qPCR. Mean ± SEM; n = 4 and n = 3, r

(D) MANF and not MANF K96A added to the cultured dopamine (DA) neurons de

induced ER stress as measured using qPCR (normalization to b-actin). Mean ± S

(E) Microinjections of MANF K96A or MANF K96AR155A plasmids to SCG neurons

with empty vector or uninjected. Mean ± SEM; n = 3.

(F) Microinjection of MANF K96A protein to SCG neurons does not rescue them f

red, or uninjected neurons. Mean ± SEM; n = 4.

(G) MANF K96A is not protecting DA neurons from ER stress induced by treatme

(H) BiP binding-deficient MANF R133E and MANF E153A are protecting DA neu

ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. In (

mL together with 200 nM TG. Mean ± SEM; n = 4.

(I) Deficient for BiP binding, MANF E153A and MANF R133E (0–4.6 mM) interact

(J) MANF K96A and MANF K128AC130S (0–9.3 mM) interact with labeled BiP sim

binding curves, showing mean fraction bond values from n = 3–4 repeats per bin
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R133E to IRE1a LD and found that similarly to wtMANF 50 nM

BiP abolishes the interaction of BiP binding-deficient MANF mu-

tants with IRE1a LD (Figure S6F). These results demonstrate that

the BiP-MANF interaction does not affect BiP competition with

MANF for IRE1a LD binding. To establish whether the abolish-

ment of pro-survival effects for IRE1a binding-deficient MANF

K96A could result from changes in its ability to bind BiP we

tested if it interacted with BiP using MST. We found that MANF

K96A and MANF K128AC130S interacted with BiP similarly to

wtMANF (Figure 6J).

MANF-IRE1a LD interaction is needed for
neuroprotective effects of MANF in vivo

To test whether MANF-IRE1a interaction is important for the

neurorestorative activity of MANF in vivo, we went on to investi-

gate the effects of wtMANF and MANF K96A proteins in a rat

6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) model of PD, as described

previously.7,45

Theanimalswere injectedwithwtMANF,MANFK96A, orvehicle

intrastriatally 2weeksafter 6-OHDAlesioning (Figure7A).Single in-

trastriatal wtMANF injection reduced amphetamine-induced ipsi-

lateral turning behavior compared with vehicle-treated rats, with

maximal effect at 12 weeks after lesioning (Figure 7B). MANF

K96A injection had no effect on rotational behavior, confirming

that MANF-IRE1a interaction is crucial for restoring motor imbal-

ance in the animal model of PD.

The number of TH-positive cells in substantia nigra pars com-

pacta (SNpc) was measured as a percentage of control (intact

side) in the rostral, central, and caudal parts of the SNpc. We

have shown that the injection of wtMANF protected TH-positive

cells in the caudal part of the SNpc and tended to increase the

number of TH-positive cells in other parts of the SNpc

(Figures 7C–7D). MANF K96A-injected animals had a similar

number of TH-positive cells as the animals from the vehicle-in-

jected group. Well in line with the earlier observations, neither

wtMANF7 nor MANF K96A affected TH-positive fiber density

and DAT-positive fiber density in the striatum (Figures S6G and

S6H). Our results demonstrate that MANF-IRE1a interaction is

crucial for neurorestorative activity of MANF in the animal model

of PD in vivo.
raction is crucial for the survival ofmouse sympathetic and dopamine

treated for 4 hwith tunicamycin (TM) 1 mg/mL, followed by 30, 60, and 240min of
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00 ng/mL, followed by 20 h of treatment with 150 nM MANF, MANF K96A, or
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Figure 7. MANF K96A does not affect rotational behavior and number of TH-positive neurons in a rat 6-OHDAmodel of Parkinson’s disease

(A) Experimental paradigm for the study of testing of MANF K96A activity in animal PD model.

(B) Amphetamine-induced rotations. Vehicle-treated rats show robust turning behavior. Single intrastriatal wtMANF injection reduces turning behavior compared

with vehicle-treated rats. p = 0.0166.

(C) Representative images of substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (lesioned side) from the groups injected with vehicle (PBS), wtMANF, or deficient for IRE1a

binding MANF K96A. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(D) Quantification of the percent of TH-positive cells in rostral, central, and caudal parts of SNpc. Two-way ANOVA; *p < 0.05.

(E) Putative mechanism of MANF signaling through IRE1a. Upon ER stress MANF and BiP levels are increasing, and when BiP dissociates from IRE1a LD or its

oligomerization site to bindmisfolded proteins, progressively accumulating in the ER lumen,MANF can directly bind to IRE1a LD. This binding is preventing IRE1a

hyperoligomerization, decreasing IRE1a phosphorylation, and downregulating downstream targets of IRE1a LD, resulting in neuroprotective and neuro-

restorative effect both in vitro and in vivo.
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DISCUSSION

IRE1a is the most evolutionary conserved and well-studied UPR

sensor. However, the mechanisms of its activation and regula-

tion remain poorly understood and involve not only BiP but

also other proteins.21,27,28

Here, we characterize MANF as a regulator-inhibitor of IRE1a

activation under ER stress. To date, MANF has been shown to

alleviate ER stress in vitro and in vivo through unclear

mechanisms.8,9,11–15,46

The data we present here give insights into the MANF mecha-

nism of action in the ER. Since theMANF binding site in IRE1a LD

overlaps that of BiP, MANF can bind to IRE1a only if BiP is disso-

ciated from IRE1a LD or its oligomerization site. Thus, MANF is

acting only in highly stressed and not in naive cells. Therefore,

therapeutically used MANF is unlikely to cause serious negative

side effects in healthy cells.

According to the affinities to UPR sensors, BiP dissociates first

from IRE1a and thus MANF binds first to IRE1a and only then to

PERK and ATF6. MANF-IRE1a binding may therefore be physio-

logically more significant than MANF binding to other UPR sen-

sors. In competition experiments the priority of BiP over MANF in

IRE1a binding can be explained by an allosteric conformational

change in IRE1a LD induced by BiP binding and preventing

MANF binding to IRE1a LD in the presence of BiP. Alternatively,

since BiP is more than four times larger than MANF, its binding

site in IRE1a LD may be correspondingly larger, so its binding

may block MANF binding more than vice versa. The difference

in curve slopes for MANF and BiP binding to IRE1a may occur

due to the binding of BiP andMANF to different oligomeric forms

of IRE1a. Since BiP likely interacts with dimeric/oligomeric IRE1a

and in equilibrium the ratio of IRE1a forms is shifted to more olig-

omeric, the binding curve is steeper than that of MANF, not able

to interact with IRE1a oligomers, and has a rather limited number

of monomeric interactors. BiP priority over MANF could be also

explained by the presence of several BiP binding sites in

IRE1a LD.

In support of crosstalk between endogenousMANF and IRE1a,

we found that knockdownofMANF inHEK293 cells induced upre-

gulation of IRE1a. In vivo depletion of MANF is known to induce

activation of the IRE1a pathway and upregulation of UPR genes

downstream of IRE1a,8,15 whereas upregulation of IRE1a due to

a decrease in MANF level has not been reported previously.

Spliced XBP1 is known to induceMANF expression,12,47 thus up-

regulation of IRE1a is likely an attempt to compensate for MANF

depletion in cells. We demonstrated that endogenous MANF and

IRE1a reside inaproteincomplex.However,whether theobserved

MANF-IRE1a interaction incells isdirectormediatedbyothermol-

ecules is unclear. IRE1awas detected in theMANFco-IP complex

in naive cells and under ER stress. Chronic TG-induced ER stress

upregulated IRE1a and also increased its level in the MANF co-IP

complex, possibly indicating the presence of the oligomeric form

of IRE1a in this complex. Although chronic TM treatment upregu-

lated IRE1a, differently from TG treatment it did not affect the level

of IRE1a in theMANFco-IPcomplex. In linewithourMSTdata,TG-

induced Ca2+ depletion from the ER could facilitate MANF-IRE1a

interaction in cells, which explains the elevated levels of IRE1a in

the MANF co-IP complex after TG treatment.
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In addition to IRE1a, BiP was also present in the MANF protein

complex. Interaction dynamics between endogenous MANF,

IRE1a, and BiP, and the question of whether BiP prevents the

interaction of endogenous MANF and IRE1a remains to be

studied further.

Using computational modeling, we identified the IRE1a bind-

ing site in MANF and biologically inactive in vitro and in vivo

MANF K96A mutant. K96 is located in the linker region in the

C-terminal domain ofMANF, suggesting that the residues crucial

for interaction are located in the linker region (K96-T105) in

C-MANF, which is in line with our MST and BiFC data. The addi-

tional docking calculations using the full-length structures of

MANF and IRE1a LD confirmed that the linker region in the

C-MANF is important for MANF-IRE1a LD interaction. The re-

sults of the further docking study of the binding between full-

length MANF mutants (K96A, R155A) and IRE1a LD showed

that the intrinsically disordered region of IRE1a LD (V308-

N357) and the oligomerization site (region 4) can be crucial for

MANF binding. The conformational changes in this disordered

region are known to be responsible for the transition of IRE1a

LD from a ‘‘closed’’ to an ‘‘open’’ conformation, preceding

IRE1a LD activation.21 Thus,MANF could inhibit IRE1a activation

through blocking of the conformational changes in the unstruc-

tured region of IRE1a LD upon ER stress.

Generated IRE1a LD mutants, except for the dimerization site

mutant, were deficient for MANF binding. Since other regions are

located on the opposite side to the surface of the dimerization

site of IRE1a LD protein, they could represent a single MANF

binding site. The binding of MANF near the oligomerization site

supports our main findings on MANF inhibition of IRE1a-oligo-

merization in cells and using MST. IRE1a LD binding-deficient

MANF K96A does not abolish IRE1a-IRE1a interaction in MST,

confirming that MANF affects IRE1a oligomerization through

direct binding. MANF binding sites in IRE1a (regions 3 and 4)

are overlapping with the sites suggested to be involved in BiP

interaction with IRE1a LD.24,48 Further computational and

structural studies are of great importance. It has been shown

previously that, during ER stress progression, MANF expression

levels increase11 and the fraction of IRE1a-bound BiP de-

creases.3 This could facilitate MANF binding to IRE1a, which in

turn regulates the intensity of the IRE1a-mediated UPR response

by decreasing or preventing IRE1a hyperoligomerization,

decreasing IRE1a phosphorylation, splicing of XBP1, and cell

death.

In MEFs, MANF decreases IRE1a phosphorylation at Ser724

most likely by stabilizing the monomeric or dimeric conformation

of IRE1a, preventing IRE1a oligomerization and autophosphoryla-

tion. Alternatively, MANF binding can stabilize IRE1a in conforma-

tion favoring the recruitment of soluble kinases or phosphatases

affecting IRE1a phosphorylation at Ser724 and possibly at other

sites. We showed that, upon chronic TG-induced ER stress, the

amount of IRE1a in the MANF protein complex profoundly

increases, which is accompanied by a decrease in phospho-

IRE1a, suggesting that, upon chronic ER stress induced by

calcium depletion, increase in MANF-IRE1a complex formation

correlates with inhibited activity of IRE1a.

During adaptive UPR IRE1a activation is protective, mainly

through sXBP1.47,49,50 However, in some cases, a high level of
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sXBP1 resulted in the release of pro-inflammatory extracellular

vesicles upon lipotoxic ER stress in hepatocytes51 or induction

of acetyltransferase P300, impairing insulin signaling.52 sXBP1

also has unexpected targets, about 40% of them are unrelated

to sXBP1 function in ER and include many genes involved in

neuro- and myodegenerative diseases, differentiation, and

DNA damage and repair.53 IRE1a was recently demonstrated

to have two endoribonuclease modalities correlating with the

IRE1a phospho-oligomeric state.54 Inhibition of one of thesemo-

dalities (requiring phospho-oligomers andmediating RIDDLE) by

MANFmay result in its pro-survival activity. We found that extra-

cellularly applied MANF downregulates sXbp1 level in MEFs

upon ER stress. In DA neurons, MANF downregulated sXbp1

and Atf6 levels, and tended to decrease tXbp1 level, indicating

that the pro-survival effect can occur not only through sXbp1

downregulation but also through other targets of IRE1a. These

effects were not observed when IRE1a binding-deficient MANF

K96Awas used. Likely the pro-survival action of MANF is elicited

not only through the downregulation of sXbp1 but also through

the prevention of activation of pro-apoptotic pathways known

to be triggered by hyperactivated IRE1a. Upon chronic severe

unresolved ER stress, hyperactivated and hyperoligomerized

IRE1a is known to trigger JNK/MAPK-mediated apoptosis and

transcription of pro-inflammatory genes.55,56 IRE1a hyperoligo-

merization has been also shown to upregulate thioredoxin-inter-

acting protein (TNXIP), activating the NLRP3 inflammasome, and

promoting apoptosis.57 We demonstrated that MANF tended to

decrease the level of Txnip in MEFs, while IRE1a-binding-defi-

cient MANF K96A and also MANF K128AC130S did not affect

Txnip level. The pro-survival action of MANF through the preven-

tion of IRE1a hyperoligomerization can be also due to the inhibi-

tion of the canonical NF-kB pathway shown to be triggered by

IRE1a activation through the degradation of IkB by IRE1a upon

ER stress.30,58–60

Using earlier described BiP-binding-deficient MANF mu-

tants,35 we demonstrated that MANF-IRE1a binding and not

MANF-BiP binding is crucial for the pro-survival effect of

MANF both in SCG and DA neurons. Based on our findings,

we propose that MANF may represent a ‘‘second wave’’ of

UPR regulation, following BiP dissociation from IRE1a (Fig-

ure 7E). MANF via its linker region in the C-terminal domain binds

to IRE1a close to its oligomerization site and prevents IRE1a

oligomerization and hyperactivation upon chronic ER stress.

This promotes cell survival through regulation of IRE1a phos-

phorylation, reduction of sXbp1, and prevention of triggering of

IRE1a hyperactivation-induced pro-apoptotic mechanisms,

such as Txnip upregulation. Alternatively, MANF binding can

occur after the dissociation of BiP from one of its several poten-

tial binding sites in IRE1a LD, overlapping with the IRE1a oligo-

merization site, but BiP binding to other binding sites in IRE1a

LD can still occur. In this case, the presence of MANF in complex

with IRE1a would not necessarily correlate with BiP dissociation

from IRE1a; however, it can correlate with IRE1a activity.

Importantly, we have also demonstrated that MANF-IRE1a

interaction is crucial for the neuroprotective activity of MANF in

animal model of PD. This brings to light perspectives and strate-

gies in the treatment of PD and other neurodegenerative and

UPR-associated diseases, such as diabetes, through attenua-
tion of IRE1a signaling. In line with this, a specific inhibitor of

IRE1a signaling KIRA8 was shown to have anti-diabetic ef-

fects.57,61 Another attenuator of IRE1a signaling, the c-Abl inhib-

itor Imatinib (Gleevec), was shown to restore cognitive function

and have a neuroprotective potential in the LPS-induced murine

inflammation model.62 MANF action resembles that of the atten-

uators of IRE1a signaling, but MANF interacts with all three UPR

sensors and therefore could be more potent as a neuroprotec-

tive and anti-diabetic agent. Future in vitro screening of small-

molecule compounds mimicking MANF action on IRE1a and

other UPR sensors can lead to the development of drugs for

the treatment of PD, diabetes, and other UPR-associated

diseases.

Limitations of the study
We have not managed to crystallize MANF-IRE1a LD complex,

likely because MANF binding could occur through an unstruc-

tured region of IRE1a similarly to that of BiP. Therefore, an exten-

sive computational modeling work has been performed. A

limited characterization of MANF and BiP competition in cells

is provided, and the NMR or SAXS demonstration of possible

conformational change in IRE1a LD upon BiP dissociation, facil-

itating MANF binding to IRE1a LD is missing. We show that the

targets of IRE1a regulated by MANF could be cell type and ER

stress conditions specific, therefore a thorough correlation be-

tween the stage of ER stress and downstream signaling in

different cells should be addressed. One more limitation is the

absence of extensive characterization of IRE1a LDmutants defi-

cient for MANF binding. In a follow-up study, these mutations

should be introduced into full-length IRE1a and their activation/

phosphorylation and ability to perform splicing of XBP1 and

RIDD/RIDDLE, as well as activated downstream signaling,

should be investigated.
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GRP78 (BiP) StressMarq Biosciences Cat#SMB-SPR-119A
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PNGase F New England Biolabs Cat#P0704S

Turbofect ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#R0531
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Duoset ELISA Development System R&D Systems Cat#DY999
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DC protein assay (Bio-Rad) Bio-Rad Cat#5000112
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Experimental models: Cell lines

Flp-In T-REx 293 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#R78007

Flp-In IRE1a-HA T-REx 293 This study N/A
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Flp-In GFP-HA T-REx 293 This study N/A

T-Rex293T::IRE1a-GFP Laboratory of Peter

Walter (Li et al., 2010)41
N/A

Flp-In-CHO Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#R75807

pre-SH-MANF-CHO This study N/A

pre-SH-IRE1a-CHO This study N/A

pre-SH-BiP-CHO This study N/A

GFP-SH-CHO This study N/A

IRE1a�/�::IRE1a-HA MEFs Laboratory of David Ron N/A

IRE1a�/�::EV MEFs Laboratory of David Ron N/A

QMCF CHO 1E9 Icosagen N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Male Wistar rats Envigo RRID: RGD_38548927

NMRI mice Envigo RRID: MGI:5658486

Oligonucleotides

See Table S8 for the primers used in the

study

(Pakarinen et al., 2020)15 N/A

Recombinant DNA

pCE-BiFC-VC155 (CV) Addgene Cat#22020

pCE-BiFC-VN173 (NV) Addgene Cat#22019

PEZYflag Addgene Cat#18700

pEZYmyc-His Addgene Cat#18701

pENTR221 Invitrogen Cat#12536017

pDONR223-ERN1 Addgene Cat#23491

pEZY BiFC N NV This study N/A

pEZY BiFC N CV, This study N/A

pEZY BiFC C NV This study N/A

pEZY BiFC C CV This study N/A

pCR3.1 MANF (Hellman et al., 2011)14 N/A

pDONR223 pre-CV-IRE1 This study N/A

pEZY BiFC BiP NBD-NV This study N/A

pEZY BiFC BiP SBD-NV This study N/A

pEZY BiFC pre-NV-MANF This study N/A

pEZY BiFC pre-NV-C-MANF This study N/A

pEZY BiFC pre-NV-N-MANF This study N/A

cDNA synthesis Genewiz N/A

pQMCF-1T-Amp-R5 Icosagen N/A

Software and algorithms

Graphpad Prism 7 https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/

RRID: SCR_015807

ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/ RRID: SCR_003070

Monolith https://nanotempertech.com/monolith/ N/A

MO.Affinity Analysis (x86) https://nanotempertech.com/monolith/ N/A

MO.Control https://nanotempertech.com/monolith/ N/A

CellProfiler 3.1.5 http://www.cellprofiler.org RRID: SCR_007358

CellProfiler-Analyst-2.2.1 http://www.cellprofiler.org RRID: SCR_007358

Leica Application Suite X (LASX) Leica Microsystems Inc N/A

LAS AF 1.82 Leica Microsystems Inc N/A

CorelDRAW 2018 https://www.coreldraw.com/en/ RRID: SCR_014235

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Imaris 9.2.1 software (Bitplane) Oxford Instruments N/A

CNN algorithm and supervised learning MathWorks N/A

Image-Pro Plus software (version 3.0.1;

Media Cybernetics)

https://www.mediacy.com/imageproplus RRID: SCR_016879

Schrödinger LLC Maestro Schrödinger, LLC N/A

Impact, Schrödinger, LLC Schrödinger, LLC N/A

BioLuminate software, Schrödinger LLC Schrödinger, LLC N/A

AutoDock Tools https://autodock.scripps.edu RRID: SCR_012746

SWISS-MODEL server https://swissmodel.expasy.org N/A

Desmond Schrödinger, LLC N/A

Image Lab Bio-Rad N/A

Other

Panoramic P250 Flash II whole slide

scanner (3DHistech, Budapest, Hungary)

3DHistech, https://epredia.com/about/ N/A

Cryomicrotome (Leica Instruments) Leica Microsystems N/A

Aiforia image processing and management

platform

Aiforia Oy N/A

Automatic rotometer bowls (Med

Associates)

Med Associates N/A

CellInsight high-content imaging equipment ThermoFisher Scientific N/A

NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer ThermoFisher Scientific N/A

OptiPlate-96 Black, Black Opaque 96-well

Microplate

Perkin Elmer Cat#6005270

Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filters 10K Merk Millipore Cat#UFC903008

Superdex 200 Increase 3.2/300 column GE Healthcare Cat#28990946

Premium coated capillaries NanoTemper Technologies GmbH Cat#MO-K025

Nickel-coated plates Pierce Cat#15442

Plate reader VICTOR3, Perkin Elmer N/A

Leica SP8 STED confocal microscope Leica Microsystems Inc N/A

MolecularDevices Nano scanner Molecular Devices, LCC N/A

Lightcycler 480 Real-Time PCR System

(Roche)

Roche N/A

Confocal microscope TCS SP5 Leica Microsystems Inc N/A

Leica HCX PL APO x63/1.3 GLYC CORR

CS (21�C) objective
Leica Microsystems Inc N/A

HisTrap Excel column Cytiva Cat#GE17-5255-01
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Mart

Saarma (mart.saarma@helsinki.fi).

Materials availability
Plasmids and cell lines generated in this study will be available upon request.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Experimental animals
8weeks oldmaleWistar rats (weight 230–270 g, Envigo, Netherlands) were housed in groups of 3–4 under a 12 h light-dark cycle at an

ambient temperature of 20–23�C. Food pellets (Harlan Teklad Global diet, Holland) and tap water were available ad libitum. Exper-

iments were performed according to the 3R principles of EU directive 2010/63/EU on the care and use of experimental animals, as

well as local laws and regulations, andwere approved by the national Animal Experiment Board of Finland (protocol approval number

ESAVI/12830/2020). All experiments were performed in a blindedmanner and the rats were assigned to the treatment groups equally

based on their rotational score at week 2.

Primary cell cultures
Culture of mouse SCG sympathetic neurons and microinjection of these neurons were performed as described earlier 80. Briefly, the

neurons of NMRI strain mice (P1-P2, sex was not determined) were grown for 6 days on polyornithine-laminin (P3655 and CC095,

Sigma-Aldrich)–coated dishes or glass coverslips with 30 ng/mL of 2.5 S mouse NGF (G5141, Promega) in the Neurobasal medium

containing B27 supplement (17504044, Invitrogen).

The midbrain floors were dissected from the ventral mesencephalic of NMRI strain mouse embryos (E13, sex of the embryos was

not determined). The tissues of the midbrain floors were incubated with 0.5% trypsin (103139, MP Biomedical) in HBSS (Ca2+/Mg2+-

free) (14170112, Invitrogen) for 20 min at 37�C, then mechanically dissociated. Cells were plated on the 96-well plates coated with

poly-L-ornithine (Sigma-Aldrich). Equal volumes of cell suspension were plated onto the center of the dish. The cells were grown for

5 days without any added neurotrophic factor in DMEM/F12 medium containing N-2 supplement (17502048, Invitrogen). Neuronal

cultures were maintained at 37�C and 5% CO2. Primary cultures were prepared following European Community guidelines for the

use of experimental animals and approved by the Finnish National Experiment Board (License number: ESAVI/12830/2020) and

also by the Laboratory Animal Center of the University of Helsinki (license no. KEK20-015; 2.7.2020).

Cell lines
HEK293 cells for bimolecular fluorescence complementation assay (BiFC) experiments were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s

medium (DMEM), supplementedwith 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (10270106, Gibco) and 50 mg/mL normocin (ant-nr-2, InvivoGen).

HEK293 cells used for siRNA transfection and crosslinking co-IP experiments were grown in Minimum Essential Media (MEM 61100-

087, Gibco) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (10270106, Gibco) and 50 mg/mL normocin (ant-nr-2, InvivoGen). HEK293 cells and

other cell lines used were grown at 37�C and 5% CO2.

Flp-In T-REx 293 cell line (Invitrogen) containing a single stably integrated FRT site and expressing Tet repressor were used for

generation of inducible cell lines, expressing IRE1a-HA, BiP-HA or GFP-HA. The medium composition was the same as for

HEK293 cells.

Flp-In-CHO cells (R75807, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were grown in growth media consisting of Ham’s F12 nutrient mix (21765029,

ThermoFisherScientific), 10%FBS,2mMGlutaMAX (35050061,ThermoFisherScientific) andnormocin (ant-nr-2, Invivogen).Weused

theFlp-In-CHO togenerateCHO-derivedstable transgenic cell linesoverexpressingeitherMANFor itsmutants froma transcriptionally

active locus. For this, the respective pcDNA5/FRT/TOpre-SH-MANFwt ormutant constructs were co-transfectedwith the Flp-recom-

binase expressing pOG44 plasmid in a 1:9 ration using JetPEI (101-10N, Polyplus Transfections) transfection reagent. The selection

wasstarted48hafter transfectionusinggrowthmediasupplementedwith500mg/mLHygromycinGold (ant-hg-1, Invivogen). Selection

media was changed every 3–4 days until confluent colonies of stable transgenic cells had formed and cells were ready to be split.

MEFs were grown in DMEM (12-614F, Lonza), supplemented with 5% FBS (10270106, Gibco) and 1% non-essential amino acids

(11140035, Gibco) at 37�C and 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Reagents and proteins
The inducers of ER stress thapsigargin (T7459, ThermoFisher Scientific) and tunicamycin (ab120296, Abcam) and IRE1a inhibitors

KIRA6 (HY-19708, MedChemExpress) and 4m8C (14003-96-4, Cayman Chemical) were used.

LDs of three UPR sensors, human IRE1a, PERK and ATF6 and human MANF, as well as MANF mutant and IRE1a LD mutant pro-

teins were expressed and purified in CHO cells by Icosagen Ltd. (Tartu, Estonia). Human C-MANF was expressed and purified from

E.coli cells, as described in14 or synthesized chemically by Apeptide Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Human recombinant GRP78 (BiP) was

obtained from StressMarq Biosciences Inc. (SMB-SPR-119A).

Microscale thermophoresis (MST)
The experiments have been performed using Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies GmbH, Germany). Recombi-

nant proteins were labeled through His-tag using Monolith His-Tag Labeling Kit RED-tris-NTA (MO-L008). The concentration of

labelled proteins (targets) was 20 nM for all the experiments while different starting concentrations of the ligand series were used

depending on the experiment.
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Experiments were performed in a buffer containing 10 mM Na-phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 1 mM MgCl2, 3 mM KCl, 150 mM NaCl,

0.05% Tween-20. The measurements were done in premium coated capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies GmbH, MO-K025) using

red LED source, power set at 100% and medium MST power at 25�C. 12–14 data points, corresponding different ligand concentra-

tions, were used per binding curve. Each data point represents mean fraction bound or DFnorm values from n = 3–5 independent ex-

periments per binding pair ±S.D, Kd values ± error estimations are indicated. Data analysis was performed usingMO.Affinity Analysis

v2.3 and GraphPad Prism 7 software.

Binding assay on nickel-coated plates
Nickel-coated plates (15,442, Pierce) were blocked with 1% casein in PBS-T for 1 h at room temperature (RT). The mixtures of

BiP-His + MANF (positive control), IRE1a LD-His + MANF and GFRa1-His + MANF (negative control) were prepared at the 1:1 ratio

in the buffer, that was used for MST experiments with following incubation for 1 h at RT. MANF + buffer mix was used as background

control. After the incubation protein solutions were pipetted on the plates and incubated on the plates for 1 h at RT. The plates were

washed 3 times with 0.05% Tween-20 (P2287, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS. After washing the plates were incubated with the HRP-linked

mouse anti-human MANF, clone 4E12 (Icosagen) antibody overnight at 4�C on a shaker. Next day the plates were washed 3 times

and the color development was performed using Duoset ELISA Development System (DY999, R&D Systems) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. The absorbance at 450 and 540 nm was measured using plate reader (VICTOR3, Perkin Elmer). The

background absorbance was subtracted. Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 7 software.

Analysis of purity and glycosylation of LDs of UPR sensors
The PNGase F (P0704S, New England Biolabs) was used for analysis of protein N-glycosylation and the assay was performed ac-

cording to themanufacturer’s instructions. Glycosylated (5mg/well) versus deglycosylated proteins were loaded ontomini-PROTEAN

precast gels (456–1093, Bio-Rad) and run at 40 mA for 1 h. Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 staining was performed according to the

standard protocol. Glycosylated mammalian cell-produced GDNF protein was used as a positive control.

Size exclusion chromatography
For complex preparation, purified human CHO-expressed MANF and IRE1a LD were combined in a molar ratio of 1.25:1

(MANF:IRE1a LD) at a total protein concentration of 0.7 mg/mL in size exclusion chromatography buffer (10 mM MES-NaOH, pH

5.5, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1 mMMgCl2, 0.05% Tween-20). The complex was incubated for 10 min at 22�C before size exclusion

chromatography using a Superdex 200 Increase 3.2/300 column (GE Healthcare) at 22�C. Individual components were also run simi-

larly. Selected fractions were analyzed by WB.

Protein – protein docking
The crystal structure of the human IRE1a LD (PDB ID: 2HZ6) at 3.1 Å resolution,40 the structure with the least restraint violations from

the NMR solution structure of the C-terminal domain of MANF (PDB ID: 2KVE),14 and crystal structure of full-length MANF (PDB ID:

2W51)44 were used for protein–protein docking. Before the docking procedure, 3D structures of proteins were optimized using the

Protein Preparation Wizard (OPLS_2005 force field) in the Schrödinger LLC Maestro software (Schrödinger Release 2018-3: Schrö-

dinger Suite 2018-3 Protein PreparationWizard; Epik, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY (2018); Impact, Schrödinger, LLC, New York,

NY, 2018; Prime, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY (2018)). The protein-protein docking was carried out using PIPER procedure of

BioLuminate software, Schrödinger LLC (Schrödinger Release 2018-3: BioLuminate, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY (2018)), which

proceeds with a rigid body global search based on the fast Fourier transform correlation approach.39 The PIPER procedure performs

exhaustive evaluation of an energy function based on DARS (Decoys As the Reference State) potentials38 in discretized 6D space of

mutual orientations of two proteins. The structures corresponding to different mutual orientations of the proteins were ordered ac-

cording to the scoring function that is given as the sum of terms representing shape complementarity, electrostatic, and desolvation

contributions (desolvation is taken into account by semiempirical term in the potential function). The top 1000 structures were sub-

sequently clustered using the pairwise root mean square deviation as the distance measure between two proteins in the complex

within a fixed clustering radius 9 Å.63 The selected structures from the 30 largest clusters that represent themost likely computational

models of the complex structure were refined using the Semi-Definite programming based Underestimation medium-range optimi-

zation method.64 The analysis of the protein – protein interactions of the final 30 top models was performed by using AutoDock Tools

software.65

Homology modelling and optimization of the full-length structure of IRE1a LD
The homologymodelling of the 3D structure of IRE1a LD containing intrinsically disordered regions (residues V308 – N357), absent on

crystal structure (PDB ID: 2HZ6),40 was carried out using the SWISS-MODEL server.42,43 The amino acid sequence of IRE1a LD in

FASTA format was retrieved from Protein Data Bank.40 The SWISS-MODEL performs homology modelling using the following steps:

(1) input data; (2) template search; (3) template selection; (4) model building, and (5) model quality estimation.43 The generated 3D

model of IRE1a LD with higher QMEAN and GMQE values66 was selected for further modelling (model 1, Figures S4C and S4D).

At first, the predicted model of IRE1a LD was prepared using the Protein Preparation Wizard (OPLS_2005 force field67) in the

Schrödinger LLC Maestro software (Schrödinger Release 2018-3: Schrödinger Suite 2018-3 Protein Preparation Wizard; Epik,
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Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY (2018); Impact, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2018; Prime, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY

(2018)). The modeled structure is a homodimer of IRE1a LD, with individual protein molecules denoted as chain A and chain B (Fig-

ure S4D). For modelling purposes, only a single IRE1a LD chain is needed, thus just chain A was used. Thereafter, in order to optimize

the predicted structure andminimize its energy, themolecular dynamics (MD) simulation with length 50 ns using Desmond simulation

package of Schrödinger LLC68 was carried out. The 3Dmodel of IRE1a LDwas solvated in a cubic simple point-charge (SPC)69 water

box using OPLS_2005 force field parameters.67 The NaCl salt was placed in the solvent to a concentration 0.15 M, and then, to

achieve electroneutrality, counter-ions were added to the system. The quality of MD simulations was analyzed using the Simulation

Quality Analysis tool implemented in Desmondmolecular dynamics package. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the Ca atom

positions in time was used for the monitoring of the stability of the predicted structure of IRE1a LD. The structure of IRE1a LD cor-

responding to the 50 ns time-point of MD simulation was saved in a separate PDB file and used for protein-protein docking. The MD

results are presented in Figure S4E.

Knockdown of MANF using siRNA
HEK293 cells were plated in 12-well plates, 2.8 3 105 cells/well, and transfected in the following day according to manufacturer’s

protocol using DharmaFECT reagent and siGENOME Human MANF (7873) siRNA – SMARTpool, to knockdown MANF, or with si-

GENOME Non-Targeting siRNA Control Pool #1 (Dharmacon, Horizon Discovery). After 48 h, cells were lysed with RIPA buffer

(25 mM Tris-HCl, pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) containing cOmpleteTM, EDTA-free Pro-

tease Inhibitor Cocktail and PhosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor (Roche). Protein concentration was determined using DC protein con-

centration assay (Bio-Rad). Sampleswere run in 4–15%Mini-PROTEAN� TGXTM Precast Protein Gels (Bio-Rad), 20 mg/lane, blotted,

and probed with following antibodies: goat anti-MANF (1:1000, R&D AF3748), rabbit anti-IRE1a (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology,

3294) and mouse anti-a-Tubulin (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich, T9026).

Crosslinking and co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP)
Crosslinking of multiprotein complexes in HEK293 cells followed by anti-MANF co-IP was performed essentially according to.70 To

study MANF immunocomplexes during ER stress, HEK293 cells were plated in 6 cm dishes at density of 1.4 3 105 cells/cm2 and

treated 24-40 h later either with tunicamycin (2.5 mg/mL) or thapsigargin (1 mM) for 1 h, 4 h or 20 h to induce ER stress, or with

DMSO as a control. To crosslink protein complexes, cells were placed on ice and incubated with DSP (dithiobis(succinimidyl propi-

onate)) crosslinker solution (1 mM DSP in PBS with 0.1 mMCaCl2 and 1 mMMgCl2) for 2 h. After quenching the reaction with 20 mM

Tris pH 7.4 in PBS/Ca/Mg for 15 min, cells were lysed for 30 min on ice with Buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM

EGTA, 0.1 mMMgCl2) containing 0.5% Triton X-100, and cOmpleteTM, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche). Samples were

centrifuged at 15.000xg for 15 min at 4�C, supernatants collected and protein concentration determined using DC protein assay

(Bio-Rad).

For co-IP, 1.5 mg goat anti-human MANF antibodies (AF3748; R&D) or normal goat IgG (R&D) as a negative control were added to

crosslinked HEK293 lysate containing about 500 mg of protein, and incubated in end-over-end rotation o/n at 4�C. Next day, 15 mL of

Dynabeads Protein G was added and samples were incubated for additional 2 h to collect immunocomplexes. Dynabead-immuno-

complexes were washed 6x with Buffer A containing 0.1% Triton X-100, and cOmpleteTM, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail

(Roche). Proteins were eluted with reducing Laemmli buffer and heating at 95�C for 5 min. Eluates were run in 4–15% Mini-

PROTEAN� TGXTM Precast Protein Gels (Bio-Rad), blotted on 0.45 mm nitrocellulose membrane and probed with goat anti-

MANF (1:1000, R&D AF3748), rabbit anti-IRE1a (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology, #3294) and rabbit anti-BiP (1:1000, Abcam,

ab21685) antibodies. ECL signal was detected and quantified using Image Lab software (Bio-Rad).

Analysis of IRE1a phosphorylation
Phosphorylated IRE1a (P-IRE1a) in protein lysates from HEK293 cells was detected using Phos-tag SDS-PAGE. Samples were

applied in 5% Phos-tag SDS-PAGE gels containing 25 mM Phos-tag acrylamide (Fujifilm Wako Chemicals) and 50 mM MnCl2, and

run at 100 V for 2.5 h. Before transfer, gels were incubated in blotting buffer containing 10 mM EDTA for 10 min to chelate Mn2+

ions, and rinsed in EDTA-free blotting buffer for 10 min. Samples were blotted to nitrocellulose membrane, and P-IRE1a and

IRE1a were detected with antibodies to IRE1a (1:1000; 3294; Cell Signaling Technology).

Generation of MANF mutant plasmids and recombinant proteins
pcDNA5/FRT/TO pre-SH-MANF K96A, C130S and R155A mutants were generated using site-directed inverse PCR mutagenesis

and pcDNA5/FRT/TO pre-SH-MANF as template. The pcDNA5/FRT/TO pre-SH-MANF K128AC130S mutant was generated using

pcDNA5/FRT/TO pre-SH-MANF C130S as template.

Recombinant humanMANFprotein was produced from aCHO-derived cell line using theQMCF technology as has been described

before (P-101-100, Icosagen). The MANF K96A and K128AC130S mutant recombinant proteins were produced by Icosagen using

the same technology. Briefly, codon-optimized cDNAs were cloned to pQMCF-T expression vectors which were then transiently

transfected to CHO-derived protein production cell line. Proteins were captured and purified from the cell culture media using

5 mL Q FF followed by 1 mL SP HP, buffer was exchanged into PBS, pH 7.4, by size exclusion chromatography. Protein purity

was verified by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining and immunoblotting using rabbit anti-MANF antibody (#310-100, Icosagen).
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Generation of IRE1a LD mutant plasmids and recombinant proteins
Themutated hIRE1a-His sequences were sent to Icosagen Ltd. (Tartu, Estonia). cDNAs synthesis was ordered fromGenewiz. cDNAs

were cloned into pQMCF-1T-Amp-R5 vector, plasmids were purified and mutated hIRE1a-His cDNAs were sequenced. Plasmids

were transfected into QMCF CHO 1E9 cells for transient production in 600 mL culture volume. Clarified and filtered cell culture su-

pernatants were and loaded onto HiTrap Excel column. Total protein concentration in eluted fractions were measured by NanoDrop

2000 C A280. Fractions were analyzed on SDS-PAGE by Coomassie staining. Purified proteins were desalted into PBS pH 7.5. Pu-

rified proteins were sterile filtered, concentration was measured by NanoDrop 2000 C A280 using specific coefficient, adjusted to

1mg/mL, aliquoted and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Purified proteins were analyzed under non-redused and reduced conditions byCoo-

massie staining, 2 mg was loaded on lane (Figure S4B).

Duolink proximity ligation assay (PLA)
The experiments were performed in 96-well format on Flp-In T-REx 293 cells, expressing IRE1a-HA/BiP-HA/GFP-HA upon doxycy-

cline induction or on CHO cells, stably expressing HA-taggedMANF. 13 104 cells/well were plated on pre-coated with poly-D-lysine

(0.1mg/mL) black Perkin Elmer plates. Cells were fixed with 4%paraformaldehyde for 15min and afterwards permeabilized / stained

with DAPI (D9542, Sigma-Aldrich) in 1 x PBS containing 0.05% Triton X-100 for 10 min. Blocking and incubation with antibodies have

been performed following Duolink manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were incubated overnight at 4�C with the following primary anti-

bodies: anti-MANF rabbit pAb (Icosagen, #310-100), anti-IRE1a rabbit mAb (CST, #3294), anti-BiP rabbit mAb (CST, #3177), anti-

HA mouse mAb (Abcam, ab130275). Incubation with PLUS and MINUS PLA probes have been performed for 1 h at 37�C. Ligation
and amplification was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. The imaging of 16 sites/well was performed in TexasRed

and DAPI channels using MolecularDevices Nano scanner. The analysis and quantification was done using CellProfiler 3.1.5 and

CellProfiler Analyst 2.2.1 software.71

Plasmids for bimolecular fluorescence complementation assay (BiFC)
pCE-BiFC-VC155 (CV) and pCE-BiFC-VN173 (NV) were a gift from Chang-Deng Hu (Addgene plasmids #22020 and #22019). pEZY-

flag and pEZYmyc-His were a gift fromYu-Zhu Zhang (Addgene plasmids #18700 and #18701). Gateway destination vectors for BiFC

for N- and C-terminal tagging with Venus fluorescent protein fragments (pEZY BiFC N NV, pEZY BiFC N CV, pEZY BiFC C NV and

pEZY BiFC CCV) were generated by PCR by replacing the flag or myc-His sequences from pEZYflag or pEZYmyc-His with VC155 or

VN173 sequences from the respective plasmids.

To generate the MANF Gateway compatible entry vector, pCR3.1 MANF14 was used to clone the MANF coding region into

pENTR221 vector using Gateway entry clone generation by PCR, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen, Thermo

Fisher Scientific, USA).

The following Gateway entry clones were from the Genome Biology Unit (GBU) Core Facility (Research Programs Unit, Faculty of

Medicine, HiLIFE, University of Helsinki, Biocenter Finland): HSPA5 (BiP) without stop (DQ895368), JUN without stop (DQ896432),

FOSwithout stop (DQ893444), MAXwithout stop (JF432558). Shown is theGenbank accession number and the presence or absence

of a translation stop codon to indicate subsequent N- or C-terminal fusion, respectively, with a Venus fragment. The corresponding

BiFC expression plasmids were made by LR clonase recombination reaction of pENTR221 constructs into the respective pEZY BiFC

destination vector. pDONR223-ERN1 (IRE1) was a gift fromWilliam Hahn & David Root (Addgene plasmid # 23491). A stop codon at

the end of the IRE1-coding reading frame was added before using that construct to generate a pDONR223 pre-CV-IRE1. For that

purpose, inverse PCR was used to linearize the pDONR223 IRE1 with stop construct between the sequences corresponding to

the pre-sequence and the mature IRE1. A C-Venus insert with a GS-linker was amplified from a pEZY BiFC pre-CV containing

construct and used in a ligation reaction with the linearized pDONR223 IRE1 stop construct to generate pDONR223 pre-CV-IRE1.

The latter was then used as an entry clone in an LR reaction to recombine the pre-CV-IRE1 sequence into the pEZY BiFC myc-

His destination vector.

pEZY BiFC BiP NBD-NV and Grp78 SBD-NV were made using BiP NBD and SBD specific primers for inverse PCR and pEZY BiFC

BiP-NV was used as a template.

pENTR221 pre-N-Venus MANF was generated by amplifying the sequence corresponding to VN173 from the respective BiFC

destination vectors and inserting it between the sequences coding for signal peptide (pre) and mature regions of human pENTR221

MANF. The corresponding BiFC expression plasmids (pEZY BiFC pre-NV-MANF) were made by LR clonase recombination reaction

of pENTR221 pre-NV-MANF into pEZY Myc-His destination vector.

pEZY BiFC pre-NV-N-MANF and pre-NV-C-MANF constructs were generated using inverse PCR reactions the N-MANF or

C-MANF specific primers, respectively and the pEZY BiFC pre-NV-MANF as a template.

BiFC and immunocytochemistry
HEK293 cells were plated on covered with poly-D-lysine (P0899, Sigma-Aldrich) coverslips and thereafter were co-transfected with

pEZY BIFC N-Venus and C-Venus plasmids 48 h after plating. Transfection with jetPEI transfection reagent (101, Polyplus-transfec-

ton) was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The cells were transfected with bait and prey proteins fused either to

the N-terminal (NV) or C-terminal (CV) fragment of Venus. Bait and prey proteins’ interaction, enables the detection of binding using

fluorescence microscopy. To ensure the correct cellular localization of tested proteins the Venus fragments were located between
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the signal sequences and mature proteins. As positive controls, we used a pair of interacting transcription factors Jun and Fos, and

BiP as a known interactor of IRE1a LD. To check for the absence of a non-specific background signal, we tested the interaction be-

tween non-interacting Jun and Max.

20 h after transfection the cells were fixed with 4% PFA, washed with PBS and permeabilized using 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS

(PBS-T). The ER-ID Red assay kit (ENZ-51026-K500, Enzo Life Sciences), containing Hoechst 33342 nuclear stain and ER-ID Red

detection reagent was used for nuclear and endoplasmic reticulum staining. ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant (P36965,

ThermoFisher Scientific) was used for mounting of coverslips. The imaging was performed using Leica SP8 STED confocal micro-

scope, 63x glycerol immersion objective and Leica Application Suite X (LASX) software. Image analysis and processing (including

brightness / contrast adjustment, same for all images) was done using CorelDRAW 2021.

For immunocytochemistry in addition to Hoechst 33342 for nuclear staining and ER-ID Red for ER staining, anti-Venus (Mybio-

source, MBS448126) (1:500) primary antibodies and Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500) anti-goat secondary antibodies were used. The imaging

was performed using Olympus BX61 fluorescent microscope. Image processing was done using CorelDRAW 2021.

IRE1a oligomerization assay
TREx-293IRE1a-3FGHGFP cells41 were plated 5 3 103 cells/well on pre-coated with poly-D-lysine (0.1 mg/mL) black Perkin Elmer

plates in DMEM with 10% FBS and 100 mg/mL normocin. Next day the cells were transiently transfected with pTO-pre-SH-MANF-

GW-FRT (MANFmutants) or pTO-SH-GW-FRT as a control vector, 100 ng of plasmid/well using PEI Transfection Reagent (1 mg/mL in

1x PBS pH 4.5; 4:1 v/w ratio of PEI:DNA). 24 h after transfection, IRE1a-GFP expression was induced with doxycycline (1 mg/mL)

treatment for 24 h. ER stress was induced by treating the cells with the inhibitor of N-linked glycosylation tunicamycin (TM),

5 mg/mL for 4 h. Thereafter, cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min and stained with DAPI (D9542, Sigma-Aldrich) in 1 x PBS for

10 min. Imaging (16 sites/well) was performed using MolecularDevices Nano scanner. Three independent experiments were

analyzed and quantified using CellProfiler 3.1.5 and CellProfiler Analyst 2.2.1 software.71

Western blot analysis
Western blot (WB) analysis for estimation of expression levels of Venus constructs of MANF, C-MANF and N-MANFwas performed in

HEK293 cells, plated 0.53 105 cells/well on 4-well dishes. 24 h after plating the transfection using JetPEI was performed according to

manufacturer’s instructions. 20 h after transfection the lysis was performed in RIPA buffer, containing protease inhibitor cocktail tab-

lets (Roche). The concentrations of total protein in cell lysates were measured using NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer. 20 mg/well

of total protein was loaded onto Bio-Rad mini-PROTEAN precast gels followed by the transfer onto nitrocellulose membrane. The

transfer was performed for 1 h on ice at RT. The membranes were blocked in 5% BSA TBS-T (or 5% milk TBS-T) for 1 h at RT

and then incubated with anti-Venus (Mybiosource, MBS448126) and a-Tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich, T9026) primary antibodies overnight

at 4�C. Peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies and the enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection system were used for WB

development.

WB analysis for estimation of IRE1a phosphorylation was performed in MEFs cells plated 2.5 3 105 cells/well on 6-well plates in

DMEM with 5% FBS and 1% non-essential amino acids. The next day the cells were treated with TM 500 ng/mL in DMEM without

FBS for 4 h, and in the control group, the media was replaced with DMEM without FBS similarly to the treatment group. ER stress

induction was followed by treatment with exogenous human recombinant MANF (50 nM) for 30, 60, and 240 min. The lysis was per-

formed in RIPA buffer, containing protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche). The concentrations of total protein

measurement and WB was performed as described above. anti-IRE1a (CST, #3294), IRE1a pS724 (NovusBio, NB100-2323) and

a-Tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich, T9026) primary antibodies were used.

Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)
MEFs cells were plated 2.53 105 cells/well on 6-well plates in DMEMwith 5% FBS and 1% non-essential amino acids. Next day the

cells were treated with TM 100 ng/mL for 4 h, followed by treatment with exogenous human recombinant MANF (150 nM) or MANF

K96A (150 nM) for 20 h. The RNA was extracted using TRI reagent (Molecular Research Center). TRI reagent was added to the sam-

ples, incubated for 5 min, collected and chloroform (1:5) was added. The samples were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 15 min, the

aqueous phase of the samples was collected and mixed with isopropanol (1:1) and incubated for 10 min. Thereafter, the samples

were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min and washed with 75% ethanol. After the centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 5 min the pellets

were air-dried and dissolved in water. The concentrations of RNA were measured using NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer. 500 ng

of each sample was used to synthesize complementary DNA. Maxima H Minus Reverse Transcriptase (EP0753, Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific) in the presence of 10 mM dNTP mix (Fermentas UAB) and oligo-(dT) (Metabion International) was used to catalyze reverse

transcription. qPCRwas performedwith Lightcycler 480 SYBRGreen IMaster mix (04887352001, Roche Diagnostics) using for mea-

surements Lightcycler 480 Real-Time PCR System (Roche). The mRNA levels of the genes of interest were normalized to the mRNA

levels of b-actin in corresponding samples. The primers used are listed in key resources table.

SCG neuronal culture microinjections
The nuclei of SCG neurons were then microinjected with the expression plasmid for full-length MANF (pTO-pre-SH-MANF) or MANF

mutants together with a reporter plasmid for enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), at total DNA concentration of 10 ng/mL in
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each experiment. Neurons mock-injected with empty vector served as negative control. For protein microinjection, recombinant full

length MANF protein (P-101-100, Icosagen) and mutant MANF proteins in PBS at 200 ng/mL was microinjected directly into the

cytoplasm together with fluorescent reporter Dextran Texas Red (MW 70 kDa) (D1864, Invitrogen, Molecular Probes) that facilitates

identification of successfully injected neurons. Control neurons were mock-injected with Dextran Texas Red without the proteins.

Next day, TM (ab120296, Abcam) at the concentration of 2 mM was added. Living fluorescent (EGFP-expressing or Dextran Texas

Red-containing) neurons were counted three days later and expressed as percentage of initial living fluorescent neurons counted

2–3 h after microinjection.

Immunocytochemistry
The neurons were cultured on glass coverslips andmicroinjected after 6–7 days in vitrowith plasmid encoding for human wtMANF or

its mutants at the DNA concentration of 10 ng/mL. The cells were fixed with 4% PFA at 24 h after microinjection and stained with the

following antibodies: rabbit anti-MANF used in,8 mouse anti-PDI (ADI-SPA-891-488F, Enzo Life Sciences), Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-

rabbit IgG (H + L) (A-11008, Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) (A-11004, Invitrogen). The nuclei were stained

with DAPI (D9542, Sigma-Aldrich). The fluorescent image stacks were acquired using the confocal microscope TCS SP5 equipped

with LAS AF 1.82 (Leica Microsystems Inc) with Leica HCX PL APO x63/1.3 GLYC CORR CS (21�C) objective. The lasers DPSS

561 nm/20 mW, OPSL 488 nm/270 mW and diode 405 nm/50 mW with the beam splitter QD 405/488/561/635 were used. The

confocal images were analyzed by Imaris 9.2.1 software (Bitplane).

MANF treatment in primary cultures of midbrain dopamine neurons
After 5 days in culture the cells were treated with thapsigargin (20 nM) (T7458, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and wtMANF (100 ng/mL) or

MANF K96A, MANF E153A and MANF R133E (10 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 1 mg/mL). After three days the neuronal cultures were fixed and

stained with anti-Tyrosine Hydroxylase antibody (MAB318, Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents). Images were acquired by

CellInsight high-content imaging equipment. Immunopositive neurons were counted and analyzed using CellProfiler 3.1.5 and

CellProfiler Analyst 2.2.1 software.71 The results are expressed as percentage of living neurons, compared with untreated neurons

in the control wells.

RNA isolation, reverse transcription and quantitative RT-qPCR in dopamine neurons
E13 midbrain dopamine neurons were isolated and cultured for 5–7 days as described above and then treated with thapsigargin

(200nM). Recombinant MANF protein (100 ng/mL) or MANF K96A (100 ng/mL) was added to the cultures at the same time. After

24 h RNA from cultured cells was isolated by TriReagent� (RT118, Molecular Research Center) according to manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA with RevertAidTM Premium Reverse Transcriptase (EP0441, Fermentas UAB, Thermo

Fisher Scientific Inc). Quantitative PCRwas performed using LightCycler� 480 SYBRGreen I Master (04887352001, Roche Diagnos-

tics GmbH) and Roche LightCycler� 480 Real-Time PCRSystem (Roche Diagnostics GmbH). The expression levels were normalized

to the levels of b-actin in the same samples. Primers used in quantitative PCR were synthetized using previously published

sequences15 and listed in key resources table.

For the experiments with IRE1a inhibitors E13 midbrain dopamine neurons were isolated and cultured for 5–7 days as described

and then treated with thapsigargin (200nM). Recombinant MANF protein (100 ng/mL) and IRE1a inhibitors 4m8C (10 mM) or KIRA6

(200nM) were added to the culture medium at the same time. After 24 h RNA from cultured cells was isolated.

Testing MANF mutant in in vivo 6-OHDA model. 6-OHDA lesioning
6-OHDA injections were done under isoflurane anesthesia essentially as described earlier.7,72,73 The animals received unilateral in-

jections totaling 6 mg of 6-OHDA (Sigma Chemical CO, St. Louis, MO, USA; calculated as free base and dissolved in ice-cold saline

with 0.02% ascorbic acid) in 3 deposits (2 mg / 1.5 mL each) in the right striatum using coordinates relative to the bregma (A/P + 1.6,

L/M + 2.8, D/V�6; A/P 0.0, L/M +4.1, D/V �5.5 and A/P �1.2, L/M +4.5, D/V �5.5).74 The rats were divided into treatment groups

according to their amphetamine-induced rotations on two-week post lesion. After the behavioral tests, the rats were transcardially

perfused and their brains were processed for TH immunohistochemistry.

Intrastriatal administration of compounds
MANF and mutant MANF were intrastriatally administered to 6-OHDA lesioned rats two weeks after lesioning under isoflurane anes-

thesia using the same stereotaxic coordinates as with 6-OHDA injections. MANF andmutantMANFwere injected in three locations in

the striatum in three injections of equal volume. The total injected doses of MANF and mutant MANF were 10 mg. The total injection

volume was adjusted to be 2 mL for all compounds.

D-Amphetamine-induced rotational behavior was measured at 2, 4, 6 and 8 weeks post lesion in automatic rotometer bowls

(Med Associates, Inc., Georgia, USA) as previously described.45,75 Following a habituation period of 30 min, a single dose of

D-amphetamine (2.5 mg/kg, Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Helsinki, Finland) was injected

intraperitoneally (i.p.). The rotation sensor recorded complete (360�) clockwise and counterclockwise-uninterrupted turns for a period

of 2 h and ipsilateral rotations were assigned a positive value.
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Immunohistochemistry
Perfusion and tissue preparations were done as described previously7: Rats were anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pento-

barbital (90 mg/kg, i.p.; Orion Pharma) and perfused intracardially with PBS followed by 4%PFA in a 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer,

pH 7.4. The brains were removed, postfixed for 4 h, and stored in sodium phosphate buffer containing 20% sucrose at 4�C. Serial
coronal frozen sections of 40 mm depth were cut on a sliding microtome.

Free-floating sections were processed for TH-immunohistochemistry as described above. After three rinses in PBS, endogenous

peroxidase activity was quenched for 15 min in 0.3% H2O2 /PBS. After three rinses in PBS, the sections were pre-incubated with

0.3% Triton X-100/1% normal goat serum (S-1000, Vector Laboratories) in PBS to block nonspecific staining. Thereafter, sections

were incubated overnight at RT with a 1:2000 dilution of rabbit anti-TH antibody (P40101-1, Pel-Freez Biologicals) or with a 1:1000

dilution of rat anti-DAT antibody (sc-32258, Santa Cruz). This was followed by incubation with a 1:400 dilution of biotinylated goat-

anti-rabbit antibody (BA-1000, Vector Laboratories) or with goat anti-rat (BA-9400, Vector Laboratories) and with the avidin–biotin

peroxidase complex using the Elite ABC Vectastain kit (Vector Laboratories). The reactions were visualized using 3, 30-diaminoben-

zidine (DAB) as a chromogen.

Morphological analyses
For the TH + cell analysis with deep neural network, the TH-stained tissue sections from substantia nigra area (AP -3.96 from bregma

until AP -6.00 from bregma, 3–10 sections per rat) were digitized analyzed focus at resolution of 0.22 mm/pixel. The extended focus

renders the whole section depth in a single focal plane. A total depth of 10 mm was acquired as five focal layers with 2 mm intervals.

Next, the digitized images were uploaded to Aiforia image processing and management platform (Aiforia Oy, Helsinki, Finland) and

analyzed using deep CNN algorithm and supervised learning. First, the CNN algorithm was trained to recognize TH-positive neuron

cell bodies from the images in WebMicroscope.76

The optical density (OD) of the TH- and DAT-positive fibers in the striatum was analyzed from three coronal striatal sections from

each rat. Every sixth section between AP +1.6 and AP +0.20 was cut on a cryomicrotome (Leica Instruments) and processed for TH

immunohistochemistry. TH stained tissue sections were digitized using Panoramic P250 Flash II whole slide scanner (3DHistech,

Budapest, Hungary) and fiber densities were measured using Image-Pro Plus software (version 3.0.1; Media Cybernetics). The

OD analysis was performed under blinded conditions on coded slides. The data are presented as percentage of the intact side

that was defined as 100%.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

GraphPad Prism 7.0 software was used for statistical analysis. Statistical tests and sample sizes are indicated in the figure legends. A

p < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
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